Theorem C [GS86], If an operator over finite structures is definable in FO + LFP, then its inductive closure is also definable in FO + LFP.
[GS86] also derives Theorem A from Theorem C Theorem C demonstrates the strong stability of the notion of inductive definability over finite structures. This stability, aside from being reassuring, is also somewhat surprising: in important respects Finite Model Theory is less well behaved than unrestricted Model Theory (for instance, the first order formulas valid in all finite models do not form a recursively enumerated set [Tra50]), whereas here we find the opposite. The importance of Theorem C has been manifested by the rapid discovery of its applications, in particular in relation to the use of negation in logic programs and database languages (see e.g. Everything we say about bi-operators generalizes straightforwardly to multi-operators. 
